
 
Strata Plan 64622 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
Monday 21 March 2012, Elan 18h30 

 
Attendance: Ralf Harding (Chair), Paddy Conroy, Rob Di Iorio, Michael Meredith, 
Deborah Moore, Gavin Napier, Kathryn Thiel-Sirett, Tim Trollip and David Stanger 
(Building Manager)  
 
Guests:  
 
Apologies: John Anderson. Proxy to Ralf Harding. Eric Francis (Francis Management) 
 
Minutes of Last Meeting 
 
The Minutes of the last meeting were accepted. 
 
Correspondence 
 

a. Letter from an owner regarding personal trainer(s) using gym to train persons 
who are not residents, noting that with 4/5 people the weights gym is effectively 
full and requesting that personal trainers should only be allowed for one-on-one 
training. Building Management have checked and the trainees are owners and 
residents but it was nevertheless agreed to having updated signage noting that 
the gyms are small and reminding users of appropriate gym etiquette including 
that personal training should be avoided in peak times (6-8am and 5-7pm   
weekdays) as there is often not sufficient space. – attached. 

b. Web communication via Francis Management from a resident claiming abuse 
and bullying; and intimidation by mail involving Altair building management and 
EC members. This is strenuously denied by both Building Management and the 
EC member(s) concerned.  Correspondence from Altair officers reviewed and 
agreed as being appropriate. Agreed that Francis Management should be asked 
to respond to the resident advising that the Altair chair will write to the resident 
requiring that they desist from any future inflammatory behavior otherwise legal 
action may ensue. 

. 
 
Building Manager’s Report.   
 
Attached. 
 
Finance Report - February: 

 

a) We are a bit ahead of budget – approx. $20k. At StrataChoice’s advice 
we have moved a bit over $100k to a higher interest bearing account as it 
is not required for current cash-flow. 

b) A copy of the finance report from StrataChoice for YTD Feb is available to 
any owner who requests it from the Building Manager. 
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Lift Foyers 
 

a. Paint: Re-painting will replicate existing colours with a low sheen on doors 
to make them easier to clean. 3 quotes at $55k, 45k and 43k plus about 
$10k for redoing all door signs. All plus gst. Agreed to accept the $45k 
quote (plus $10k for door signs) as they are our current painters and we 
are happy with their work. Work will probably start in about two weeks. 

 

b. Carpets:  
 

• We have had a number of quotes – all similar – but had some 
issues matching the current carpet colour.  

• The current carpet is looped domestic grade and is prone to 
unravel. All tenderers recommend various grades of commercial 
carpet rather than domestic. We are advised that we should get 
20 years out of a good commercial carpet rather than the 10 years 
that we have gotten out of the current domestic carpet.           

• The key options are a commercial 48 ounce twist carpet at $60k 
plus gst (current carpet is 30 ounce). We can order any colour we 
like as our order will be big enough for a run and accordingly can 
have a very good match to the existing colour.    

• Noted that a darker colour than the current light-ish grey may be 
more serviceable.                                                                                               

• The preferred supplier recommends a ‘six-star’ carpet which has 
arguably a better ’look and feel’ – in essence a domestic look with 
commercial wearing qualities for $64k plus gst.  

• The six-star carpet is claimed to have better quality dyes that 
totally penetrate the wool making any cleaning work better for 
longer.   

• This six-star carpet is in standard colours. The supplier will 
warehouse an extra 5% for 5 years to cater for any repairs etc. 

• After discussion and a review of the samples it was agreed to 
proceed with a dark grey/black-ish colour of the six-star carpet.      

• Work will probably proceed in about 6 weeks – TBC.                          
. 
 
 

Pool Covers 
 

• Colour: AGM voted for blue covers. REMCO recommend Polycarb 
blue – sample reviewed at EC meeting. Solid blue no longer made 
as it fades quickly.  Polycarb blue does not require any housing for 
protection against the elements, has a blue effect and lets the pool 
lights shine through at night. 

• Roll design. The high wind across the pool area means that we 
have to stabilise the covers on the reels. Designs reviewed and 
agreed. 
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• Costs: Quote for $49372 plus gst. Plus some electrics and 
replacing handrails approx. $5k. Say $55k plus gst. 

• Timing: Installation probably immediately after Easter subject to 
confirmation by REMCO. 

• Agreed to proceed as above. 
 

 
Retail Lot: Storage Loft.  

 

It transpires that the OH&S inspector will only certify the loft after it is 
built. The designs remain the same as originally proposed at the February 
EC meeting. The operators (DOM) warrant to remediate to certification 
standard if for any reason it fails or to remove if they cannot gain 
certification. We already have documentation to that effect. Agreed to 
proceed with this project without delay to clarify the storage/clear the car 
space. 

 
 

Retail lot: Carriage Lamps.  
 

Building Manager confirms that he has instructed for the lamps to be 
removed permanently. 
 

Retail Lot: Vergola.  
 

The trials with a vinyl cover have not succeeded. It is now proposed that 
the vergola will be covered with a metal surface in the same colour and 
profile as the existing vergola roof sheeting. The Building Manager 
regards this as the optimum solution. David asked to obtain a sample of 
the proposed metal for colour and profile. Agreed that this project should 
proceed as fast as possible following David’s approval of profile sample. 
 
 

Roof Car: 
 

• We have progressively reduced the load from 180 kn to 50 kn but 
we are unable to achieve the target of 40kn which would be 
required to not have to do any strengthening work. 

• Technically the roof will stand 50kn but the engineers will not 
approve without a safety margin hence the 40kn target. 

• The only feasible strengthening method is carbon fibre. 
• The engineers will not give us any further advice until we 

commission a specialist report and design for strengthening. This 
will cost approx. $30k. We have had the specialist estimate 
reviewed by Birds who regard the price and requirement as 
‘reasonable’. 

• Both sets of engineers are reluctant to guesstimate a construction 
price until the report is done. 

• Agreed that we proceed with commissioning specialist report and 
design. 
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AOB 
 

a. Risk assessment and WH&S legislation.  
Francis Management has developed a summary of our 
responsibilities under the new legislation. By and large we have 
existing management plans which cover the requirements but we 
need as a bare minimum an Asbestos Survey.  At the same time 
an updated risk assessment report is due. The same consultants 
carry out both reports and we have asked StrataChoice to get a 
price to proceed. Agreed to proceed with commissioning reports 
on receipt of an estimate at the discretion of the chair and building 
manager. 

 
b. Gym equipment:  

There has been a request from some owners to upgrade the gym 
equipment especially the aerobic gear (walkers, rowers, bikes 
etc).  We have an allowance to upgrade the gyms in about 5 years 
in the 10-year plan. Agreed to delay any decision on up-grading 
gym aerobics equipment until after we have resolved the current 
issues in the 10-year plan such as the Roof Car, Roof membrane, 
pool covers, lift foyers etc.  

 
 
 
 
 
The meeting finished at 19h30.  
The next meeting will be held at 18h30 on Wednesday May 2 2012.   


